Library Cluster Meeting Minutes
Thursday, January 4, 2007
In-Service, Dale Mabry

Attending: Jacqueline Cress, Jackie del Val, Jeneice Sorrentino, Vic Harke, Wendy Foley (Chair), Jeremy Bullian, Kristin Heathcock, Alicia Ellison.

The meeting was called to order at 11:45 a.m.

Approval of December 1 meeting minutes:
Minutes from December 1 were approved pending minor corrections.

DLTS Update: (Jackie)
Periodicals from W.T. Cox should begin arriving in libraries this month.

Jackie and staff at DLTS are exploring options for a second primary book vendor. Amazon.com was explored as an option, but their library service is new and all issues are not yet worked out.

Jackie reminded librarians to contact her to schedule additional training for techs.

Jackie shared that Steve Gorham has taken information from last meeting and shared ideas for integrating libraries into various college resources.

Cabinet Presentation: (all)
The presentation will take place on February 20th. Librarians discussed what should be covered in the 15 minute presentation. A meeting was scheduled to discuss the presentation in detail with Karen Griffin.

New Business:

Collection Assessment: (Jeneice Sorrentino, Alicia Ellison)
Jeneice and Alicia briefly described their procedure for completing collection assessments.

Collection assessments for A.S. programs are defined by the Program Review schedule. Collection assessments for A.A. programs are not defined by this schedule, as such, librarians should review them in cluster number order. This year librarians will assess the collections for Cluster 1.

Roundtable

Jacquelyn:
The Dale Mabry (DM) Campus Art Gallery (Library Bldg.) will display an exhibit, *Conjurating the Blues*, from January 16 to March 2, 2007 in celebration of African American History. The exhibition, which comes from the Blues & Legends Hall of Fame Museum in the Memphis, Tennessee area, will feature paintings, sculpture, photographs, sheet music and other blues memorabilia. The opening reception will be held on January 16 at 6:00 PM. David Simmons (museum curator) and George Hunt
(blues painter) will be making presentations. Elsa Villa is the DM Campus Art Gallery Coordinator.

**Wendy:** Brandon has hired James Lewis as an additional AV Technician. Andrea Dufault is now the LRC Coordinator (as of January 1st) for the Brandon Campus Library.

The meeting was adjourned at 12:50 p.m.